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Benchtop 'BT Pro' Freeze Dryer 
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From left: Drum Manifold; Omnitronics; 

control system; BT Pro with 12-port stainless 

steel manifold and vacuum pump. 

VirTis 'BT Pro' series benchtop freeze dryers were developed in response to 

the industry demand for research freeze dryers that would encompass a wide 

range of laboratory processing requirements whilst offering increased control 

over the drying process, flexibility and economy. Microprocessor-controlled, a 

user-friendly interface provides you with full function control and at-a-glance 

monitoring of all operational systems. 

One-button start-up, defrost, precise vacuum control and more, these systems 

pack a vast range of features into a compact footprint. The range of accessories and 

options allows hundreds of arrangements, but some typical configurations include: 
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Benchtop 'Advantage' Freeze Dryer 

Clockwise from left: Advantage freeze dryer; control system synoptic screen; processing in vials 

A wide range of features and extensive freeze-drying capabilities are key attributes of the 

VirTis Advantage Pro Freeze Dryer - even though it is small enough to fit on most 

laboratory benchtops. 

Ideal for small scale freeze drying applications such as those occurring in pilot or research 

and development laboratories, the AdVantage features up to three fully temperature 

controllable shelves normally only found in much larger models. State-of- the-art control 

systems to ensure precise freeze-drying control, particularly important for handling 

extremely valuable or sensitive biological materials. Multiple separate recipes, each with 

freezing and primary drying steps, can be stored for complete flexibility in cycle 

formulation. Popular system configurations include: 

Basic system: 

A basic single-shelf Advantage Pro 'XL' system for those drying mainly aqueous product. 

One 35x25cm {10x14") shelf, -70!!C condenser, 2 litre capacity. 

Vial processing configuration: 

Advantage Pro 'XL' or 'EL' with two shelves and stoppering. Stoppering enables vials to be 

sealed under vacuum or inert backfill. 

Two 35x25cm {10x14") shelves, -70!!C condenser, 6 litre capacity. 

Bulk processing configuration: 

Advantage Pro 'XL' or 'EL', three shelves. This system features lower condenser 

temperatures for a wider range of solvents and is ideal for those processing in bulk trays. 

Three 35x25cm {10x14") shelves, -82!!C condenser, 6 litre capacity. 
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Lyostat5 Freeze Drying Microscope

Essential Lyophilisation parameters at your fingertips 

LyostatS is our cutting edge Freeze-Drying Microscope System, enabling quick and easy 

identification of a formulation's collapse temperature. Product collapse is not always 

clearly visible and yet can lead to severely reduced activity, inefficient reconstitution and 

shorter shelf life. Identification of these critical temperatures can help redesign the cycle 

to be more robust, more efficient, and provide validatory evidence of the success of the 

cycle. 
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Above: Still images from a Lyostat analysis. The 

expanding black line indicates product drying 

with good structure, and images 5 and 6 show 

product collapse as the temperature is raised 

Left: The Lyostat5 instrument 
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